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House Resolution 750

By: Representatives Hamilton of the 24th, Dudgeon of the 25th, Duncan of the 26th, Yates of

the 73rd, Coomer of the 14th, and others 

A RESOLUTION

Recognizing and commending Change 4 Georgia and Remington Youngblood; and for other1

purposes. 2

WHEREAS, Change 4 Georgia is a community service program that provides students with3

opportunities to thank our soldiers for their service, dedication, and sacrifice in protecting4

our freedom and keeping our country secure; and 5

WHEREAS, the program's objectives are to inspire students to get involved in their6

communities, to demonstrate loyalty to our country and communities, to encourage active,7

positive, and healthy lifestyles, and to assist our military and their families; and 8

WHEREAS, it was founded by a fifth grader in Forsyth County, Georgia, Remington9

Youngblood, and benefits our brave troops by collecting items from their "Wish List" that10

they need or want; and11

WHEREAS, this program also benefits the children of our active military by providing12

backpacks and school supplies to those who need assistance; and13

WHEREAS, the impact of Change 4 Georgia has been tremendous, helping soldiers cope14

with being away from home by motivating them and giving them emotional support; and 15

WHEREAS, Change 4 Georgia and the actions of such a phenomenal young man have16

provided to all Georgia citizens and the nation an enduring example of what gratefulness can17

do for the men and women in uniform, and it is abundantly fitting and proper that such18

efforts be appropriately recognized. 19

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that20

the members of this body recognize and commend Change 4 Georgia and Remington21

Youngblood. 22
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BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is authorized23

and directed to transmit an appropriate copy of this resolution to Change 4 Georgia and24

Remington Youngblood.25


